ABSTRACT Secret image sharing (SIS) is an important technique for image protection. Several shadows are produced in SIS through scrambling pixel values and their correlations of a secret image. We can own sufficient shadows to retrieve the secret image. Meaningful shadow will increase management efficiency as well as decrease encryption suspiciousness. More importantly, it may be applied to encrypted domain searching, which is useful in distributed storage and cloud computing. Hence, the meaningful shadow will save labor and reduce energy consumption. In this paper, based on analyses of the image, SIS, and meaningful shadow, we design a general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow and no pixel expansion, by which and some classic SIS techniques with meaningless (noise-like) shadow some SIS algorithms with meaningful shadow are derived. We take some experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Secret image sharing (SIS) plays an important role in image protection. Several shadows, i.e., shares or shadow images, are produced in SIS through scrambling pixel values and their correlations of a secret image. We can own sufficient shadows to retrieve the secret image while insufficient shadows retrieve nothing on the secret. SIS for (k, n) threshold is loss-tolerant, i.e., the secret can be retrieved under the case even n − k shadows are lost (some servers are broke down in distributed storage application). SIS is useful in many applications, such as, access control, transmitting passwords, key management, information hiding, authentication, watermarking, distributed storage and computing in cloud computing, etc [1] , [2] . In addition, since image is one special form of data and each gray pixel is represented as 8 bits, i.e., 1 byte, SIS will be easily extended to secret data sharing. In SIS research area, there mainly exist polynomialbased method [3] - [6] , visual secret sharing (VSS) [7] , [8] (also called visual cryptography scheme (VCS)), SIS based on Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) [9] - [11] and so on [12] .
Shamir's original polynomial-based SIS [3] for (k, n) threshold scrambles a secret image pixel into the constant coefficient of a random (k − 1)-degree polynomial to obtain n shadows, which are then assigned to n owners.
The secret image is retrieved with high-resolution according to Lagrange interpolation with any k or more shadows. According to Shamir's original scheme, some other researchers [13] , [14] proposed more polynomial-based schemes to achieve more features.
In (k, n) threshold VSS [15] - [17] , the outputted n shadows are printed onto transparencies and assigned to n participants. The key feature of VSS is, the secret image is retrieved by superposing any k or more shadows and human naked eyes with no cryptographic computation. Collecting less than k shadows will in general give no clue about the secret image even a watchdog owns infinite computation power. Unfortunately, conventional VSS suffers from codebook design, low contrast, pixel expansion problem and ''all-or-nothing'', which are took into account by other works [18] - [23] .
CRT-based SIS may achieve advantages of no auxiliary encryption, lossless recovery and lower recovery computation complexity (the modular only O(k) operations [9] ), so that which is considered by other researchers [10] , [11] . Yan et al. firstly [10] investigated CRT in SIS, which may deduce a little information leakage and may be lossy. Yan et al. [11] put forward a (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS for grayscale image by dividing grayscale image pixel values into two intervals, which owns lossless recovery with no auxiliary encryption.
However, most of the above mentioned SIS schemes are with meaningless (noise-like) shadow. Meaningful shadow will increase management efficiency and decrease encryption suspiciousness, thus it will save labor. More importantly, it may be applied to encrypted domain searching based on image recognition, which is useful in distributed storage and cloud computing. When the same cover image is selected for each secret image, meaningful shadow may be suitable for homomorphic searching and computing. Furthermore, meaningful shadow allows the user to search in encrypted domain which can decrease the uploading, downloading and decrypting processing, so that meaningful shadow is useful for saving energy and sustainable computing.
In SIS with meaningful shadow (also called extended secret image sharing), VSS schemes with meaningful shadow are studied in more researches, such as, extended VCS [24] (EVSS) including embedded extended VSS [25] and halftone VSS [17] , [26] . Unfortunately, VSS schemes with meaningful shadow in general suffer from lossy recovery and pixel expansion. Polynomial-based and CRT-based SIS methods can retrieve secret image losslessly. However, most of polynomial-based and CRT-based SIS methods with meaningful shadow [14] , [27] , [28] take advantage of information hiding other than SIS. In addition, there is no general effective ways to construct meaningful shadow with no pixel expansion according to classic SIS techniques, which is the key motivation of this article.
In this paper, our contribution is that, we design a general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow and no pixel expansion based on characteristic analyses of image, SIS and meaningful shadow. There are some random numbers in SIS which are employed to achieve meaningful shadow according to cover image pixel value. By our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow, some classic SIS techniques with meaningless (noise-like) shadow are updated to be SIS algorithms with meaningful shadow. Experimental results and analyses will be realized to demonstrate the effectiveness of the introduced SIS algorithms with meaningful shadow, which are derived from our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow. In the meanwhile, effectiveness of our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow is illustrated as well.
The rest of the paper is described as follows. Section II gives some basic requirements for the proposed method. In Section III, the proposed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow is presented in detail. Section III-C introduces the security analyses of typical SIS schemes. Section IV is devoted to experimental results and comparisons. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe some preliminaries for this work. In (k, n) threshold SIS with meaningful shadows, an original secret image S with size of H × W is shared into n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n according to n cover
Now processing grayscale secret image pixel is s, and then to encode s into n pixels for n corresponding shadows by polynomial-based SIS scheme [3] . The Steps are repeated until the end of all secret pixels.
Step 1: Construct a k − 1 degree polynomial
where
Step 2: Set
In the retrieving phase of polynomial-based SIS, for any given k pairs among the n pairs
, where i can be served as an order label for the ith owner, according to Lagrange's interpolation we can solve the coefficients of g(x), and finally let s = g(0). However, the secret image S will not be retrieved with less than k shadows.
2) (2, n) RANDOM GRID (RG)-BASED VSS (RGVSS)
In RGVSS [29] , 0 is white pixel and 1 indicates black pixel. The following Steps are repeated until all the secret pixels are processed [30] .
Step 1: We first construct sc 1 randomly, i.e., sc 1 has half chance to be white or black.
Step 2: If the secret pixel s is 0, we set sc 2 = sc 3 = · · · = sc n = sc 1 . Else if the secret pixel is 1, sc i is generated randomly for i = 2, · · · n.
In the retrieving phase of RGVSS, when 2 or more shadows are collected, the secret image will be retrieved by superimposing.
3) CRT-BASED (k, n) THRESHOLD SIS
In one CRT-based (k, n) threshold SIS [11] , prior to encrypt each secret pixel, we pick up a set of integers
and p is public.
and T is public.
The generation Steps of one CRT-based (k, n) threshold SIS [11] to encrypt current processing secret pixel s = S(h, w), are as follows.
Step 1 Else randomly pick up an integer A in N p , T and let
Step 2 (Compute a i ≡ y (mod m i ) and let SC i (h, w) = a i ): In the retrieving phase, when we collect any k shadows
Step 1:
To solve the following linear equations by CRT.
Step 2:
Set S (h, w) = s.
B. QUALITY EVALUATION METRICS OF RETRIEVED SECRET IMAGE AND SHADOW
Since VSS retrieving is lossy as well as the shadow is similar as but different from input cover image in SIS, we have to consider quality evaluation metrics of retrieved secret image and shadow. In VSS, the visual quality of the retrieved secret image S will decide how well human eyes recognize the retrieved image, which will be evaluated by contrast as follows [21] :
Definition 1 (Contrast):
Where α denotes contrast, P 0 (resp., P 1 ) means the appearance probability of white pixels in the retrieved image S for the corresponding white (resp., black) region of original secret image S, that is, P 0 means the correctly decrypted probability corresponding to the white region in secret image S, and P 1 illustrates the wrongly retrieved probability corresponding to the black region in secret image S.
In general, the retrieved secret image S is recognizable as original secret image S by α > 0. Otherwise, it cannot be recognized any information about S (i.e. α = 0 ). For clarity of the retrieved secret image corresponding to different contrast values, you can refer to [31] .
Since lossless retrieving or nothing, classic SIS for grayscale image omits to consider quality evaluation of the retrieved secret image. The retrieved secret image may be lossy in GAS, so we will consider the quality evaluation of the retrieved grayscale secret image. The following objective metrics will be given to evaluate the image quality between S and S.
1) Peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR): PSNR, in Eq. (5), between S and S , attends to measure image similarity, where MSE shows the mean square error, as Eq. (6).
2) The universal quality index (UQI) [32] : We also employ UQI to assess the distortion of the shadow. The UQI value is in -1 and 1. The larger UQI tells better quality of the shadow. For the experiments of the article, we set the block size of UQI 8.
In this paper, due to some outputted meaningful shadows are grayscale, the input binary cover image is first grayed multiply by P−1, then PSNR and UQI are adopted to evaluate the quality of grayscale meaningful shadow in polynomial and CRT-based SIS.
C. ANALYSES OF IMAGE, SIS AND MEANINGFUL SHADOW
Image is different from pure data, which is discussed as follows.
1) Pixel value range of grayscale image is [0, 255] presented by 8 bits, i.e., 1 byte, other than infinite storage space which has to be referred in the SIS design. Such as, the gray secret pixel value is less than 256 and the shadow pixel value is less than 256 as well, thus the shadow had better be stored as an image. 2) Image consists of pixels, and some correlations between pixels exist as well, such as texture, structure, edge and other related information. The security of SIS has to consider the correlations to avoid information leakage. As a result, SIS has to scramble both pixel values and the correlations between adjacent pixels. 3) There are in general lots of pixels in an image, therefore efficiency is important, i.e., retrieved computation has to be as low as possible. 4) Image is served for human native eyes, which allows lossy and progressive features since low-pass filter characteristic of human eyes. Finally, in general applications, the retrieved image and the shadow can tolerate a little loss and so that progressiveness is useful in SIS.
In image encryption or SIS, secret image pixel values and their correlations have to be scrambled for security in the encrypted image or outputted shadows. By contrast, to achieve meaningful shadow, cover image pixel values and their correlations are preserved as large as possible in outputted shadows.
III. A GENERAL SIS CONSTRUCTION METHOD WITH MEANINGFUL SHADOW
Here, we will introduce a general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow and no pixel expansion from pre-existing SIS. (3)shadow quality adjustment factor w 0 and w 1 corresponding to pixel value 0 and 1, respectively. Output: n meaningful shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n .
Algorithm 1 The Designed General SIS Construction Method With Meaningful Shadow From Existing SIS
Step 2.
Step 2: Utilize existing SIS to share S(h, w) into n shadow pixels
A. OUR METHOD
The designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow is shown in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, we note that. 
1) In SIS, S(h, w)
As a result, shadow pixels are affected by cover image pixels so that meaningful shadows are possible to be obtained. 3) In SIS, different shadow pixels are nonlinearly related with each other in secret sharing phase, thus the relationship, the maximum pixel value P − 1 will decide the input value range of C(h, w) and whether the same cover image. In VSS, since P = 2 and tight relationship between different shadow bits, we input the same one cover image, i.e., C 1 = C 2 = · · · C n . In polynomialbased and CRT-based SIS, different shadows are input.
B. SECURITY AND MEANINGFUL ANALYSES
Here, we only perform general performance analyses since detail performance analyses can be given according to specific existing SIS. In the analyses, we assume that cover images
1) The designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow is secure. Since cover images
3) shadow quality adjustment factor w 0 and w 1 corresponding to pixel value 0 and 1, respectively.. Output: n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n .
and
Step 3: Output n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n .
probability w C i (h,w) for i = 1, 2, · · · n will not affect the security of existing SIS. 2) Our SIS construction method is meaningful. Due to Q (SC i (h, w) , T i ) = C i (h, w) at probability w C i (h,w) for i = 1, 2, · · · n, cover image pixel values and their correlations are preserved in outputted shadows in a degree. As a result, meaningful shadows will be obtained.
C. INTRODUCED CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS WITH MEANINGFUL SHADOW
In this section, as applied examples of our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow, three SIS algorithms with meaningful shadow are proposed from input pre-existed SIS schemes with meaningless shadow, respectively. And the retrieving method is the same as pre-existing SIS.
In Algorithm 2, we note that. 1) If the secret pixel is larger than 251, it is set to be 250 first. 2) SC(h, w) ∈ [0, 250] and threshold T x is 125. 3) Since a i is generated randomly in [0,
As a result, shadow pixels are affected by cover image pixels so that meaningful shadows will be obtained. 4) n different cover images are input.
Algorithm 3 (2, n) Threshold VSS Construction With Meaningful Shadow From (2, n) Threshold RGVSS
Input: (1) a H × W binary secret image: S, (2) the required number of shadows: n, (3) one binary cover images C 1 = C 2 , · · · = C n = C, (4)shadow quality adjustment factor w 0 and w 1 corresponding to pixel value 0 and 1, respectively. Output: n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n .
Step 2: Let s = S(i, j). We first generate SC 1 (h, w) randomly subject to Q (SC 1 (h, w) , 0.5) = C (h, w) at probability w C(h,w) .
Step 3: If the secret pixel s is 0, we set SC 2 (h, w) = SC 3 (h, w) = · · · = SC n (h, w) = SC 1 (h, w). Else if the secret pixel is 1, SC i (h, w) is randomly generated subject to Q (SC i (h, w) , 0.5) = C (h, w) at probability w C(h,w) for i = 2, · · · n.
Step 4: Output n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n .
2) (2, n) THRESHOLD VSS CONSTRUCTION WITH MEANINGFUL SHADOW FROM (2, n) THRESHOLD RGVSS
In Algorithm 3, we note that. 1) SC(h, w) ∈ [0, 1] and threshold T x is 0.5. 2) We change SC i (h, w) from ''absolutely random generation'' to ''random generation subject to Q(SC i (h, w), 0.5) = C (h, w) at probability w C(h,w) for i = 2, · · · n''. Thus, the probability of SC i (h, w) to be white or black is determined by w 0 and w 1 no matter the secret pixel is white or black, which shows the security. Similarly, shadow pixels are affected by cover image pixels so that meaningful shadows will be obtained.
3) The same cover image is input.
3) CRT-BASED (k, n) THRESHOLD SIS CONSTRUCTION WITH MEANINGFUL SHADOW FROM CRT-BASED (k, n) THRESHOLD SIS
In Algorithm 4, we note that. (SC i (h, w) , T i ) = C i (h, w) at probability w C i (h,w) for i = 1, 2, · · · n. Finally, shadow pixels are affected by cover image pixels so that meaningful shadows will be obtained. 3) n different cover images are input.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
In this section, experiments and comparisons are realized to illustrate the effectiveness and features of our method.
Algorithm 4 CRT-Based (k, n) Threshold SIS Construction With Meaningful Shadow From CRT-Based (k, n) Threshold SIS
Input: (1) a H × W grayscale secret image: S, (2) n binary cover images C 1 , C 2 , · · · C n , (3)shadow quality adjustment factor w 0 and w 1 corresponding to pixel value 0 and 1, respectively. Output: n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n .
Step
1:
Pick up a set of integers
Step 3:
Step 4. 
Step 5: Output n shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · SC n . 
A. IMAGE ILLUSTRATION
The input binary cover images and binary or grayscale secret images with size of 256 × 256 that used in this paper are in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 exhibits the results of the introduced (k, n) threshold polynomial-based SIS construction with meaningful shadow, where k = 3, n = 4, w 0 = 0.8, w 1 = 0.9 and the inputting grayscale secret image is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) . Fig. 2 (b-e) give the generated 4 shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , SC 3 and SC 4 , which are meaningful and look like the cover images. Fig. 2 (f-p) demonstrate the retrieved secret images when collecting any 2 or more shadows based on Lagrange's interpolation, where S i 1 ,i 2 ,··· ,i t represents the retrieved secret image S from SC i 1 , SC i 2 , · · · , SC i t . According to Fig. 2 (f-p) , the retrieved secret image by any 3 or more shadows could be recognized while nothing by 2 or less shadows. When 3 or more shadows are collected, secret is losslessly retrieved, i.e., Fig. 2 (l) is the same as the original secret image Fig. 2 (a) , since
In addition, Fig. 3 shows shadows histogram analyses of our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow corresponding to Fig. 2 . For each shadow, the pixel values are approximately uniformly distributed in range [0, P − 1], where some values are affected by cover image, which can tell that each shadow gives no clue about the secret image. Fig. 4 exhibits the results of the introduced (2, n) threshold RGVSS construction with meaningful shadow, where n = 3, w 0 = 0.58, w 1 = 0.58 and the inputting binary secret image is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) . Fig. 4 (b-d) give the generated 3 shadows SC 1 , SC 2 and SC 3 , which are meaningful and look like the cover images as well. Fig. 4 (e-f) demonstrate the retrieved secret images when collecting any 2 or more shadows based on superposing. According to Fig. 4 (e-f) , the retrieved secret image by any 2 or more shadows could be recognized and the secret is lossy. The retrieved secret image has cross-interference from the cover image due to stacking recovery and meaningful shadows. When adopting RGVSS, our method will reduce to [33] for case (2, n). Fig. 5 exhibits the results of the introduced (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS construction with meaningful shadow, where k = 2, n = 3, w 0 = 0.8, w 1 = 0.6 and the inputting grayscale secret image is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) . Fig. 5 (b-d) give the generated 3 shadows SC 1 , SC 2 and SC 3 , which are meaningful and look like the cover images as well. Fig. 5 (e-f) demonstrate the retrieved secret images when collecting any VOLUME 6, 2018 2 or more shadows based on CRT. According to Fig. 5 (e-f) , the retrieved secret image by any 2 or more shadows could be recognized and secret is losslessly retrieved, i.e., Fig. 5 (e) is the same as the original secret image Fig. 5 (a) .
According to the above results we know that: 1) Each shadow is secure for the secret image.
2) Each shadow is meaningful, which looks like the cover image. 3) Less than k shadows are inspected, no information of the secret image is leaked telling the security of the introduced algorithm by our method. 4) The introduced three SIS algorithms are meaningful, which further tells the effectiveness of our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow. inputting grayscale secret image is illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) . Fig. 6 (b-e) give the generated 4 shadows SC 1 , SC 2 , SC 3 and SC 4 , which are meaningful and look like the cover images. Fig. 6 (f-h) demonstrate the retrieved secret images when collecting any 2 or more shadows based on Lagrange's interpolation. According to Fig. 6 (f-h) , the retrieved secret image by any 3 or more shadows could be recognized while nothing by 2 or less shadows. When 3 or more shadows are collected, secret is losslessly retrieved, i.e., Fig. 6 (g) is the same as the original secret image Fig. 6 (a) . In addition, Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 are implemented with different w 0 and w 1 , where w 0 = 0.8 and w 1 = 0.9 in Fig. 2 and w 0 = 0.4 and w 1 = 0.3 in Fig. 6 ). Comparing Fig. 2 (b-e) and Fig. 6 (b-e) , Fig. 2 (l) and Fig. 6 (g) , higher w 0 and w 1 result in better shadow quality, so that w 0 and w 1 play important roles in adjusting the shadow quality. Fig. 7 indicates SC 1 quality evaluation metric curves of w 0 and w 1 for the introduced (k, n) threshold polynomialbased SIS construction with meaningful shadow when possible values of w 0 and w 1 are used, where k = 2 and n = 3. According to Fig. 7 , we know that.
1) the PSNR and UQI both are monotonically increasing function of w 0 or w 1 . 2) w 0 and w 1 have similar importance for shadow quality. 3) From experiments, suitable value range of w 0 , w 1 is w 0 + w 1 ≥ 1.5 so that acceptable shadow quality will be gained. 4) As w 0 or w 1 increases, value range of random number in SIS and generation efficiency decrease. Thus, resisting brute force attack ability may be decreased. 5) The binarization result of the grayscale shadow image pixel value is equal to the pixel value of the binary cover image at a certain probability. For current position (h, w), if the pixel value of the binary cover image is 0, the binarization result of the grayscale shadow image pixel value is equal to 0 at probability w 0 and thus 0 ≤ w 0 ≤ 1, where w 0 denotes the probability of the binarization result of the grayscale shadow image pixel value is equal to 0 when the pixel value of the binary cover image is 0 ; otherwise, the probability is denoted as w 1 . Finally, w 0 +w 1 is not equal to 1 and the choosing of the cover image is not dependent on w 0 or w 1 .
C. COMPARISONS WITH RELATED WORKS
Herein, tacking CRT-based SIS as the input and an example, we compare our designed general SIS construction method with other related schemes especially VSS with meaningful shadow [25] , [26] and pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS [11] , since they are meaningful or typical SIS schemes. Furthermore, VSS schemes in [25] and [26] have high shadow quality based on superposing recovery. Pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS [11] is lossless without pixel expansion and so on. Fig. 8 denotes the comparing experimental results of [25] , [26] , and [11] and our introduced (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS construction with meaningful shadow, whose quality evaluation metrics of shadow is as Tab. 1. Due to shadow of pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS [11] is meaningless, we omit the quality evaluation metrics.
According to Fig. 8 and Tab. 1, comparisons between related works and our method are given as follows. 1) Our method are meaningful due to our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow, EVSS is meaningful as well. By contrast, preexisting (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS is meaningless, who is one special case of ours when w 0 = 0 and w 1 = 0. 2) Our retrieved method as well as pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS are modular arithmetic since CRT while EVSS is superposing, thus our retrieved method needs more computation than EVSS. 3) Our method as well as pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS retrieve the grayscale secret image losslessly since CRT of our method, while EVSS is lossy for binary secret image. 4) Our method and pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS are suitable for grayscale secret image and possible color secret image due to image characteristic analyses and CRT parameters design, while EVSS is only for binary secret image. 5) Both our method and pre-existing (k, n) threshold CRT-based SIS have no pixel expansion, while EVSS has large pixel expansion, where pixel expansion will increase bandwidth. 6) Our method can use w 0 and w 1 to adjust the quality of shadows, which outperforms the others. Fig. 8 between the proposed scheme and related methods.
7) The quality of our shadow looks worse than EVSS, due to EVSS has large pixel expansion which can enhance the quality. 8) The smallest variance of UQI and PSNR as well as higher UQI and PSNR are achieved in our method, which outperforms the others, where smaller variance between different shadows can decrease the encryption suspicious. In a word, based on image characteristics and some conventional SIS schemes, the designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow has the features of lossless recovery, no pixel expansion, admirable shadow quality with modular arithmetic retrieving method and adjustable shadow quality for grayscale secret image, which outperforms conventional SIS.
D. EXTENSION
The proposed method may be extended as follows.
1) Aiming at encrypting a color image, color decomposition and color composition are used. A color image is presented by color model. Hence, RGB (red-greenblue) model will be employed, which is an additive color model. By color model, a color secret image will be encrypted by our method. 2) Our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow will be applied to other SIS schemes to achieve meaningful shadow, such as, linear congruence-based SIS [12] . 3) In our method, we require that the binarization result of the grayscale shadow image pixel value is equal to the pixel value of the binary cover image at a certain probability. Here, the essence of binarization is to compare the distance between the grayscale shadow image pixel value and 0 or 255. If we input the grayscale cover image, we can require the grayscale shadow image pixel value is close to the pixel value of the grayscale cover image. Color image can be decomposed into three grayscale images and then can be performed through our method.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a general secret image sharing (SIS) construction method with meaningful shadow and no pixel expansion is designed first, based on characteristic analyses of image, SIS and meaningful shadow. Then, based on our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow, we update some classic SIS schemes with meaningless (noise-like) shadow to be SIS algorithms with meaningful shadow. Experimental results and analyses are realized to demonstrate the effectiveness of the introduced SIS algorithms with meaningful shadow, which are derived from our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow. Thus, the effectiveness of our designed general SIS construction method with meaningful shadow is illustrated as well. Meaningful shadow will increase management and searching efficiencies, which thus is useful for saving labor and reducing energy consumption. Improving the visual quality of shadow as well as extending other SIS methods and grayscale or color cover image will be our future work.
